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Abstract

The body wall musculature of the Drosophila larva consists of a stereotyped pattern of 30 muscles per abdominal hemisegment which are

innervated by about 40 distinct motoneurons. Proper innervation by motoneurons is established during late embryogenesis. Guidance of

motor axons to specific muscles requires appropriate pathfinding decisions as they follow their pathways within the central nervous system

and on the surface of muscles. Once the appropriate targets are reached, stable synaptic contacts between motoneurons and muscles are

formed. Recent studies revealed a number of molecular components required for proper motor axon pathfinding and demonstrated specific

roles in fasciculation/defasciculation events, a key process in the formation of discrete motoneuron pathways. The gene capricious (caps),

which encodes a cell-surface protein, functions as a recognition molecule in motor axon guidance, regulating the formation of the selective

connections between the SNb-derived motoneuron RP5 and muscle 12. Here we show that Krüppel (Kr), best known as a segmentation gene

of the gap class, functionally interacts with caps in establishing the proper axonal pathway of SNb including the RP5 axons. The results

suggest that the transcription factor Krüppel participates in proper control of cell-surface molecules which are necessary for the SNb neurons

to navigate in a caps-dependent manner within the array of the ventral longitudinal target muscles. q 2001 Published by Elsevier Science

Ireland Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The body wall musculature of the Drosophila larva

consists of a repeated array of 30 muscles which can be

distinguished by position, morphology, size and innervation

pattern in each hemisegment of the abdomen (reviewed in

Bate, 1990, 1993). Each muscle derives from a single meso-

dermal muscle founder cell (Bate, 1990; Rushton et al.,

1995) and is targeted by specific motoneurons to precisely

coordinate the movements of the larvae in response to

signals from the central nervous system (CNS). The forma-

tion of the stereotyped pattern of the neuromuscular system

(Landgraf et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 1997; Schmid et al.,

1999) involves growth cones of approximately 40 different

motoneurons, searching through a variety of different

tissues for their specific muscle targets (reviewed in Mitch-

ison and Cramer, 1996; Chiba, 1999; Rose and Chiba,

1999). The growth cone-directed search involves a number

of different and specific cues along specific ‘choice points’

which allow the axons to navigate along a stereotyped path-

way which is characteristic for each motoneuron (van

Vactor et al., 1993; Landgraf et al., 1997; Schmidt et al.,

1997). Upon reaching the target region, the growth cones of

the motoneurons transiently search through potential targets

within a distinct muscle field and form synaptic connections

with one or more muscles (van Vactor et al., 1993; Tessier-

Lavigne and Goodman, 1996).

Within each segment of the embryo, about 30 neuroblasts

are generated from the neuroectodermal region, which dela-

minate internally and give rise to both glia cells and neurons

of the CNS (Bossing et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997;

Schmid et al., 1999). Axons of the motoneurons leave the

CNS via two nerve roots, the intersegmental (ISN) and the

segmental nerve (SN) root, respectively. In the exit junction

region, the SN and ISN nerve roots defasciculate into five

nerves (ISN, SNa, SNb, SNc, SNd), each of which then navi-

gates towards a different set of muscles in the dorsal, lateral

and ventral muscle fields (Landgraf et al., 1997; Schmidt et

al., 1997; Schmid et al., 1999). Axon guidance as well as the

spatially defined defasciculation process is precisely coordi-

nated by local signals and cell-adhesion molecules (CAMs),

which either promote or decrease intercellular adhesion of
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both nerve–nerve contacts and nerve–muscle surface inter-

actions (reviewed in Chiba and Keshishian, 1996; Goodman,

1996; Chisholm and Tessier-Lavigne, 1999). Ligand-depen-

dent activation of receptors present on motoneurons has been

shown to trigger intracellular signal transduction pathways

necessary for proper axon guidance (reviewed in Korey and

van Vactor, 2000). Thus, it appears that the identity of nerves

is in part established via the combination of expressed

CAMs, receptors and secreted proteins (Patel et al., 1987;

Nose et al., 1992, 1994; Chiba et al., 1995; Fambrough and

Goodman, 1996; Desai et al., 1996; Raghavan and White,

1997; Rose et al., 1997).

Muscles not only contribute to the pathfinding and final

target selection of motoneurons in the muscle fields, but also

participate in early axon guidance by providing defascicula-

tion signals in the exit junction region (Landgraf et al.,

1999). Genes involved in pathfinding and synaptic targeting

include a putative signal molecule encoded by sidestep

(side) (Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996; Sink et al.,

2001) as well as the CAMs encoding genes capricious

(caps) and Fasciclin II (FasII) (Grenningloh et al., 1991;

van Vactor et al., 1993; Shishido et al., 1998). caps encodes

a member of the ‘leucine-rich repeat’ family of CAMs

(Shishido et al., 1998) and a detailed analysis of caps mutant

third instar larvae showed that caps activity is required for

proper axon pathfinding and muscle-specific synapsing of

part of the SNb, the RP5 motoneuron. The gene is expressed

in both the RP5 neuron and the single target muscle imply-

ing that it provides a recognition substrate both on RPs

axons and their targets (Shishido et al., 1998; Taniguchi et

al., 2000). We have previously found that the P-insertion

mutant l(3)02937 genetically interacts with Krüppel (Kr),

when Kr was ectopically expressed during eye development

(Carrera et al., 1998). Kr codes for a zinc finger-type tran-

scription factor (Preiss et al., 1985; Rosenberg et al., 1986;

reviewed in Sauer et al., 1996), which plays a key role in

segmentation (reviewed in Sauer et al., 1996), neurogenesis,

myogenesis and organ development (Gaul and Weigel,

1991; Schmucker et al., 1992; Hoch et al., 1994; Gonzá-

lez-Gaitán et al., 1995; Romani et al., 1996; Ruiz-Gomez et

al., 1997).

Here we report that l(3)02937 is a novel caps allele and

that Kr, which is expressed in muscles along the SNb path-

way, genetically interacts with both caps and the more

general CAM FasII. The results suggest that Kr activity

regulates a muscular programme of cell-surface components

which participate in caps-dependent SNb axon guidance

and defasciculation in the ventral muscle field.

2. Results and discussion

We have recently made use of a Kr gain-of-function

mutation, termed Irregular facets (If ), to identify modifiers

of Kr activity during eye morphogenesis which turned out to

be required for specific aspects of Kr-dependent organogen-

esis (Carrera et al., 1998; Abrell et al., 2000). One suppres-

sor of ectopic Kr activity in the eye, the P-element insertion

l(3)02937 (Spradling et al., 1995), was found to reside

within the gene caps (Fig. 1A). caps was previously

shown to encode a CAM of the ‘leucine-rich repeat’ family

and shown to be required for proper pathfinding and synap-

sing of the RP5 motoneuron with muscle 12 (Shishido et al.,

1998; Taniguchi et al., 2000; for details see below).

In addition to l(3)02937 (Spradling et al., 1995), we iden-

tified a second P-element insertion, l(3)05121 (Spradling et

al., 1999), that resides in the first exon of the caps gene (Fig.

1A). Genetic analyses showed that the two P-element inser-

tions failed to complement each other and the previously

identified caps65.2 null-mutation, indicating their allelism to

caps (Shishido et al., 1998). Furthermore, precise excision

of the P-element insertion l(3)05121 resulted in a reversion

of the caps mutant phenotype (see below) to wildtype (data

not shown), indicating that the P-element insertion was the

cause of the mutation. Moreover, the phenotype caused by

the newly identified caps alleles was indistinguishable from
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Fig. 1. Physical map of the caps gene and its expression in wildtype and

Krres mutant embryos. (A) Schematic representation of the caps locus and

the sites of P-element insertions as determined by plasmid rescue and PCR

experiments. P-element l(3)05121 is inserted in the first exon in position

175 of the 2.9-kb caps cDNA. The P-element of l(3)02937 is inserted 119

bp 5 0 of the first exon of the gene and is associated with a small deletion that

removes 244 bp 3 0 to its insertion site which include 125 bp of the first

exon. ! and ˆ indicate binding positions of the primer pairs used for

PCR (a, primers for l(3)05121 DNA; b, primers for l(3)02937 DNA; S,

SpeI). Positions refer to Shishido et al. (1998). (B) Wildtype embryo (stage

10; anterior is left, dorsal up) stained with anti-Caps antibody shows expres-

sion of Caps in neuroblasts. Inset: Confocal image of the neuroectoderm of

a stage 10 embryo (equivalent to boxed region) stained with anti-Krüppel

(nuclear signal; green) and anti-Caps (red) antibody. Note coexpression

(arrow) and differential expression (asterisk) of the two genes in a distinct

set of neuroblasts of the two proteins.



the caps65.2 loss-of-function phenotype (see below),

suggesting that they represent either strong hypomorphic

or lack-of-function caps mutations.

2.1. caps is required during embryogenesis

While the innervation of muscles occurs during embryo-

genesis, previous studies on caps function have focussed on

mutant defects that were observed in the motoneuronal

pattern of third instar larvae, showing that Caps is necessary

for proper pathfinding of the RP5 axons (Shishido et al.,

1998; Taniguchi et al., 2000). RP5 axons are part of the

SNb fascicle (see Fig. 2A,B). During embryogenesis, the

SNb enters the ventral muscle field between muscle 15 and

28 (choice point ‘target entry’). Its axons pass the ventral

oblique muscle field towards the ventral longitudinal muscle

targets in the most internal muscle layer (Fig. 3C). Close to

the second choice point of the SNb nerve (see Fig. 2B), the

RP3 axon separates from SNb to target the cleft between

muscles 7 and 6. The SNb continues along muscle 14 and

enters the ventral longitudinal muscle field. At a position

close to muscle 30, the RP1 and RP4 axons separate to target

muscle 13. The remaining RP5 bypasses muscle 13 to

synapse with muscle 12. This muscle as well as the RP5

axons are characterized by caps expression both in the

embryo and in larvae (Shishido et al., 1998). A schematic

representation of the innervation pattern of the motoneurons

and nomenclature is shown in Fig. 2A,B.

As shown before, the early route of SNb pathfinding and

the defasciculation patterns of RP1, RP3 and RP4 are not

affected in caps homozygous larvae, whereas the pathway

of RP5 is altered (Shishido et al., 1998; Taniguchi et al.,

2000). RP5 loses its target specificity and synapses with

both muscle 12 and 13 instead of muscle 12 only (Shishido

et al., 1998). Furthermore, overexpression of caps in all

muscles causes the same phenotype (Shishido et al.,

1998). These results were taken to indicate that caps plays

an important role in selective target recognition and synapse

formation by the motoneuron RP5 (Shishido et al., 1998;

Taniguchi et al., 2000).

In order to see whether and to what extent caps affects

neuromuscular connectivity in the embryo, we examined the

phenotypes of the different caps mutants. Of a total of 111

homozygous caps65.2 mutant individuals examined, all

embryos developed into normal looking larvae. However,

the majority of the caps65.2 mutant larvae (62%) failed to

hatch. Out of 81 of hatched larvae examined, only two

individuals survived to pupal stages and developed into

adults. Similar results were obtained with homozygous

capsl(3)02937 (64% unhatched larvae; 3% adults) and

capsl(3)05121 (73% unhatched larvae; 3% adults) mutants.

The two newly identified caps alleles are therefore similar

in strength to caps65.2, previously shown to be a lack-of-

function mutation. Moreover, these data indicate that caps

functions primarily during embryogenesis and that previous

studies on caps function in larvae (Shishido et al., 1998;

Taniguchi et al., 2000) have been performed with the frac-

tion of mutants which develop into larvae.

We therefore examined SNb development in homozy-

gous mutant embryos using monoclonal antibodies directed

against the CAM FasII (van Vactor et al., 1993). In all three

caps mutants, the SNb entered the ventral muscle field and

the RP axons defasciculated normally. Furthermore, RP1,

RP3 and RP4 properly synapsed with their respective target

muscles (Fig. 2D–F), whereas the RP5 axons stalled,

showed enlarged growth cone-like structures and failed to

contact the target muscle 12 (Fig. 2D–F). Instead, the RP5
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Fig. 2. Innervation of wildtype and caps mutant ventral muscles of stage 17

embryos. (A, B) Schematic representation of the innervation pattern (for

details and nomenclature, see Landgraf et al., 1997). (A) The ISN (blue)

and the SNa (black) pass the ventral muscle field, the SNb (red) defascicu-

lates and single RP axons are formed (for details see text). (B) Correspond-

ing cross-section showing the SNb pathfinding and its choice points. The

SNb defasciculates in the exit junction (ej) region and enters the ventral

muscle field between muscles 15 and 28 (target entry choice point, te).

Single RP axons defasciculate at the second choice point (2). For details

see text. (C–F) Stainings with anti-FasII antibodies showing the SNb and

RP nerves of stage 17 wildtype (C) and caps mutant embryos (D–F). Dotted

lines delineate muscle borders (6,7,12,13). (D) RP5 axon with an improper

contact with the TN in caps65.2 mutants. (E) capsl(3)02937 and (F) capsl(3)05121

mutants showing the growth cone-like morphology of the RP5 axons

(brackets) and contact with TN (F, arrowhead). Details are described in

the text.



axons were split and found also in direct contact with the

transversal nerve (TN), a link never observed in wildtype

(Fig. 2D,F). These phenotypes suggest that pathfinding of

RP5 axons during embryogenesis is retarded and in cases

the RP5 axons defasciculate and elongate, they show erratic

targeting and synapsing as has been described for third

instar larvae.

The specific SNb defect of the caps mutants on RP5

pathfinding and its failure to synapse exclusively with

muscle 12 correlates with the observation that both RP5

neurons and their target muscle are characterized by caps

expression both in embryos and larvae (Shishido et al.,

1998). In addition, overexpression of caps in all muscles

causes a phenotype similar to loss-of-function mutations,

suggesting that relative levels of Caps are important for

pathfinding. Thus, both lack-of-function and gain-of-func-

tion studies indicate a specific role for caps in selective

target recognition and synapse formation (Shishido et al.,

1998, Taniguchi et al., 2000). The results show that this

function of caps is required during embryogenesis and

that the previously reported phenotype observed in third

instar larvae represents only a weak phenotype common

to escapers. In all other cases, impairment of caps activity

causes the RP5 axons to stall immediately after defascicula-

tion from the SNb fascicle. This observation indicates that

caps is a critical component specifically required for RP5

pathfinding after the defasciculation of the RP5 axons from

SNb has occurred.
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Fig. 3. Innervation of ventral muscles of wildtype and Kr; caps double-mutant stage 17 embryos. The genotype of embryos and the frequency of phenotypes are

indicated; caps refers to the capsl(3)05121 allele, 12 to muscle 12. (A) Schematic representation of ISN (blue), SNa (black) and SNb (red) nerve pattern in ventral

muscle fields (see also Fig. 2A). (B, C) Focal plane showing the ISN, SNa and SNb in the exterior (B) and internal (C) muscle layer of a wildtype embryo. (D–

F) Krres/1; capsl(3)05121/1double heterozygous mutants showing that the ISN and SNa are normal (D), the SNb stops at the second choice point (E, arrowhead)

or RP axons form improper contacts with the TN (F; arrow). (G–I) Double homozygous Krres; capsl(3)05121 mutants showing that the ISN and SNa are formed

normally, but the ISN is thicker than in wildtype (G, compare to B), the SNb is not formed (H), or stalls before entering the ventral muscle field (I, arrow). (J)

islH-t-myc marker showing the RP3 nerve innervating wildtype muscles 6 and 13. (K, L) Double homozygous Krres; capsl(3)05121 mutant embryos showing in

different focal planes that the islH-t-myc-labelled RP nerves form, but fail to separate from the ISN (K; indicated by the dotted line) and stall in the entrance

region of the ventral muscle field (L; arrow). Motoneurons are stained with either anti-FasII or anti-myc antibodies showing islH-t-myc marker expression.



2.2. caps expression is not dependent on Kr and vice versa

caps is expressed in both motoneuron RP5 and its synap-

tic target muscle 12 in third instar larvae (Shishido et al.,

1998). In view of the embryonic caps mutant phenotypes,

we asked whether caps is also expressed during early

embryogenesis and whether Kr, which is expressed in

neuroblasts and in a distinct subset of embryonic muscles

(Gaul et al., 1987; Romani et al., 1996; Ruiz-Gomez et al.,

1997) could be responsible for the control of caps expres-

sion. We found that caps is indeed expressed in neuroblasts

(Fig. 1B). However, this aspect of the caps expression

pattern was not altered in Kr lack-of-function mutant

embryos except in the central region which is distorted

due to the earlier segmentation function of Kr (Romani et

al., 1996). We therefore monitored caps expression in Krres

mutant embryos in which the early segmentation function of

Kr is specifically rescued (Romani et al., 1996). No differ-

ence was observed in the caps expression patterns of Krres

mutant and wildtype embryos and the Kr neural expression

pattern was unchanged in caps mutant embryos (data not

shown), indicating that Kr and caps activities are indepen-

dently controlled (see also below). Since caps acts as a dose-

dependent modifier of ectopic Kr activity during eye forma-

tion (Carrera et al., 1998), we next asked whether later

aspects of the expression patterns, caps expression in RP5

neurons and their target muscles (Shishido et al., 1998) and

Kr expression in a subset of muscles along the SNb pathway

(Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997), might reflect the need of the two

gene activities for the proper guidance of SNb axons.

2.3. Cooperation of Kr and caps activities are necessary for

SNb guidance

Previous work has shown that in the absence of Kr activ-

ity, the SNb stalls at the second choice point and RP axons

fail to defasciculate (Landgraf, 1996; Hartmann et al., 1997;

see also Fig. 5C). This observation is consistent with the

proposal that the two genes act in the same genetic pathway.

In order to test this proposal, we performed genetic interac-

tion studies using capsl(3)05121 and Krres mutant combina-

tions, asking whether a reduction of Kr and caps activities

causes defects in neuromuscular connectivity.

Heterozygous Krres/1 or capsl(3)05121/1 single mutant

embryos developed a normal motoneuron pattern. Each of

the RP axons was properly connected to its target muscle as

revealed by anti-FasII antibody staining (data not shown).

Thus, a reduction of either Kr or caps activity had no effect

on motoneuron development and pathfinding. In contrast,

double heterozygous Krres/1; capsl(3)05121/1 embryos,

where the dosage of both genes was reduced at the same

time, developed a specific SNb nerve phenotype (Fig. 3D–

F) without affecting the ISN and SNa (Fig. 3D). In about

one-third of the cases (32%, n ¼ 90), the SNb stopped along

ventral longitudinal muscles, ending with a large growth

cone-like structure (Fig. 3E). In addition, we noted that

properly defasciculated RP axons failed to continue along

their normal paths; a portion of them elongate and stall

either in a position very close to the TN or is directly

connected to it (68%; Fig. 3F). Double homozygous Krres;

capsl(3)05121 mutants developed an even stronger phenotype;

the SNb was absent in most of the double mutants analysed

(Fig. 3G,H; 66 %, n ¼ 79) or did not extend beyond its

second choice point close to muscle 28 (Fig. 3I; 26%). In

only few cases (8%), the SNb stalled in the ventral muscle

field as had been described for homozygous Krres embryos

(Landgraf, 1996; Hartmann et al., 1997; see also Fig. 5C).

These phenotypes were also obtained with similar frequen-

cies in double homozygous Krres; caps65.2 mutants (data not

shown), indicating that the phenotype is not dependent on a

particular caps allele. The results show in addition that the

defects are stronger and more pronounced in double mutant

embryos than those obtained with single mutant embryos.

The failure to detect the SNb nerve in the majority of

homozygous Krres; capsl(3)05121 mutant embryos correlated

with a thickening of the ISN (Fig. 3G). In order to test

whether SNb might have lost its identity due to a transfor-

mation into ISN identity, we labelled the SNb-derived RP

neurons by virtue of the transgenic islH-t-myc marker gene

(Thor and Thomas, 1997; Thor et al., 1999; Fig. 3J). The

results showed that the RP axons were present. However,

the SNb failed to separate from the ISN (Fig. 3K) or in the

cases separation occurred, it stalled shortly after the defas-

ciculation (Fig. 3L). These observations indicate that the

SNb was not transformed into ISN identity and suggest

that the SNb has lost the capability to respond to guidance

cues such as CAMs and repellents (Lin and Goodman, 1994;

Fambrough and Goodman, 1996; Yu et al., 2000). More-

over, the results indicate that Kr and caps activities coop-

erate in a synergistic fashion necessary for proper

defasciculation of the SNb axons at the exit junction and

for RP axon guidance in the ventral muscle field.

2.4. Ectopic Kr activity affects defasciculation of the SNb

and axon guidance

Previous studies have shown that overexpression of caps

in all neurons causes a specific misrouting or stalling of RP5

at the second choice point near muscle 30 in about one-third

of the embryos (Taniguchi et al., 2000). This effect of

panneural caps expression was dependent on the extracel-

lular domain of Caps, suggesting that Caps functions as a

cell-adhesion component which participates in the guidance

of the SNb at the specific choice point near muscle 30

(Taniguchi et al., 2000). In contrast, panmuscular expres-

sion of caps had no effect on SNb guidance and pathfinding,

but severely interfered with synapsing of RP5 resulting in

connections being formed not only with muscle 12, but also

with the neighbouring muscle 13 (Shishido et al., 1998;

Taniguchi et al., 2000).

In order to investigate whether misexpression of Kr can

interfere with SNb formation, we ectopically expressed Kr
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in all motoneurons or muscles using the Gal4/UAS system

(Brand and Perrimon, 1993). To achieve this, we used the

ftzNG-Gal4 (‘panmotoneuronal expression’; Thor et al.,

1999) and the 24B-Gal4 driver lines (‘panmuscular expres-

sion’; Baylies and Bate, 1996), respectively, in combination

with one and two copies of UAS-Kr transgenes (Hoch and

Jäckle, 1998). Panmotoneural Kr expression from one trans-

gene in wildtype embryos resulted in a minor phenotype of

the SNb, in which the distal RP axons failed to reach their

target muscles and maintained growth cone-like structures

at their ends (data not shown). Panmotoneural Kr expression

from two transgenes caused a stronger phenotype. In 36% of

the cases ðn ¼ 50Þ, the most distal RP axons stalled and the

RP5 axon did not innervate the target muscle 12 (Fig. 4A),

whereas in all other cases, the SNb stalled at the second

choice point (Fig. 4B), a phenotype that is similar to the

Krres homozygous mutant phenotype (Fig. 5C; Landgraf,

1996; Hartmann et al., 1997). This observation indicates

that the Kr overexpression phenotype is dosage-dependent

and that both the lack-of-function and gain-of-function

effects of Kr interfere with SNb development. Since Krüp-

pel is a cell-autonomous transcription factor, it is likely that

it is required for and can interfere with the transcription of

motoneuronal genes necessary for proper motoneuronal

guidance.

In the wildtype embryos, Kr is not only expressed in the

nervous system but also in specific subsets of muscle foun-

der cells and muscles (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997). Relevant

sites of Kr expression during the formation of neuromuscu-

lar connectivity are the ventral oblique muscles 14 and 16,

the ventral acute muscle 27 and the ventral longitudinal

muscles 6, 7 and 13 (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997). Heterozy-

gous Krres mutant embryos develop a normal muscle pattern,

whereas in homozygous Krres mutant embryos muscle 27 is

transformed into a duplicated muscle 26. The other muscles

that normally express Kr either appear to be normal or

develop a variably altered morphology (Ruiz-Gomez et

al., 1997). Overexpression of four copies of Kr in all

muscles leads to the reverse result, i.e. muscle 26 is trans-

formed into a second muscle 27 (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997).

Thus, Kr is necessary to determine muscle identity and can

alter muscle fate upon ectopic expression in muscles that

normally do not express the gene.

Panmuscular expression of Kr in response to one or two

copies of the 24B-driven Gal4/UAS-Kr cDNA transgenes

did not disturb the muscle pattern (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997;

own observation). However, it had severe consequences for

the formation and defasciculation of SNb. With one copy of

Kr, the RP3 axon separated properly from SNb and found

the cleft between target muscles 7 and 6, whereas the

remaining RP axons failed to defasciculate (20%, n ¼ 80;

Fig. 4C). In the majority of cases (80%), however, the SNb

passed the ventral oblique muscles and entered the ventral

longitudinal muscles normally, but it stalled at the second

choice point and RP axons failed to defasciculate (Fig. 4D).

Two copies of transgene-derived Kr expression in all cases

caused stronger defects that the SNb stalled at the position

where RP3 would normally defasciculate (Fig. 4E, n ¼ 43).

The same Kr-dependent phenotypes were found in response

to a different panmuscular Gal4 driver, namely the twi Gal4

line (Greig and Akam, 1993; data not shown). Thus, in

contrast to panmuscular expression of caps (see above),

panmuscular expression of Kr appears to interfere with a

muscle-specific programme that regulates defasciculation of

the RP axons and/or the elongation of SNb after the second
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Fig. 4. Innervation of ventral muscles of wildtype and caps mutant stage 17

embryos which received panmotoneural (A, B) or panmuscular Kr activity

(C–E); the genotypes of the embryos and the frequency of defects are

indicated. Panmuscular Krüppel (blue) and neuronal FasII expression

(brown) (C–E) and of panmuscular Krüppel and neuronal FasII both in

brown (F) are shown. (A) In embryos which received panneural Kr expres-

sion, formation of the RP 3 axons is normal but the most distal RP axons

stop their growth (arrow) and fail to reach their target muscle. (B) The SNb

ends at the second choice point (arrowhead); no RP axons are formed. (C)

Panmuscular Kr expression causes the most distal RP axons to fail reaching

their target (arrow), whereas RP3 axons are properly connected. (D) In the

majority of cases, the SNb stalls at the second choice point and RP axons

fail to elongate. (E) In embryos that received panmuscular Kr activity

derived from two copies of the transgene, the SNb stalls at the second

choice point and forms a thickened growth cone-like structure (arrowhead).

(F) In double homozygous Krres; capsl(3)05121 embryos, which received

panmuscular expression of Kr (nuclear staining), the SNb and the ISN

defasciculate properly but the SNb stalls prior to entering the ventral muscle

field (arrow).



choice point has been reached. The finding is consistent with

the argument that Kr determines the spectrum of molecules

expressed in muscles which are used to transmit signals to

other cells, namely cell-surface and secreted molecules.

In order to test whether panmuscular Kr expression

interferes with SNb guidance in a Kr- and caps-dependent

manner, we also examined the phenotype of double homo-

zygous Krres; capsl(3)05121 mutant embryos that received

panmuscular Kr expression (see above). Upon panmuscular

Kr expression, the SNb was absent in 70% of the cases

ðn ¼ 39Þ. In the other cases, the SNb has formed and sepa-

rated from the ISN, but stalled in the region of the ventral

longitudinal muscles (Fig. 4F). The observed phenotype is

reminiscent of the phenotype obtained with Krres;

capsl(3)05121 double homozygous mutants (see Fig. 3K),

but a higher proportion of axons defasciculate in the exit

junction region. This observation indicates that panmuscu-

lar Kr expression can partially rescue the SNb phenotype

of the double homozygous mutants. However, defascicula-

tion from the stalled SNb occurred in an erratic manner,

implying that axon guidance is still strongly impaired. The

lack of a better rescue is likely to be due to the fact that Kr

has not been expressed in its wildtype muscular pattern

and/or that the correct levels and neuronal Kr activity are

not provided through panmuscular expression. Neverthe-

less, the results are consistent with the proposal that Kr

regulates a muscular programme which in turn regulates

SNb axon guidance along the muscles. This proposal is

supported by the notion that the phenotype is reminiscent

of mutants affecting CAMs in motoneurons such as FasII

(Lin and Goodman, 1994; Fambrough and Goodman, 1996;

Yu et al., 2000).

2.5. Genetic interaction between Krüppel and Fasciclin II

The similarity of motoneuronal phenotypes of Kr and

CAM mutants, and the interaction between Kr and caps

activity suggested that Kr might also interact genetically

with additional CAMs which are necessary for proper path-

finding. We tested this proposal using mutant combinations

of Krres and the loss-of-function mutant FasIIeb112(Grennin-

gloh et al., 1991). FasII is a more general CAM than Caps. It

is expressed on all motoneurons during late embryonic

stages and is necessary to maintain adhesion between the

axons (van Vactor et al., 1993; Lin and Goodman, 1994).

Heterozygous Krres/1 or FasIIeb112/1 (Grenningloh et al.,

1991) embryos developed a normal SNb pattern and all RPs

were properly connected to their target muscles. In double

heterozygous FasIIeb112/1;Krres/1 mutants, however, the

SNb entered the ventral muscle field normally in all cases

ðn ¼ 76Þ, but the nerve stopped at the second choice point

by forming a growth cone-like structure. No individual RP

axons could be observed (Fig. 5B). This phenotype is very

similar to the one observed with homozygous Krres mutant

embryos (Fig. 5C), implying that the two gene activities

cooperate to allow for proper SNb development.

3. Conclusions

In addition to position, size and morphology, the inner-

vation of muscles by specific motoneurons represents a

diagnostic feature for the determination of muscle identity.

Previous results have shown that Kr is expressed in a speci-

fic subset of muscle progenitors and is necessary for the

acquisition of a specific muscle fate as shown by muscle

transformations that occur in response to gain-of-function

and lack-of-function Kr mutations. Muscle 27 is trans-

formed into a duplicated muscle 26 in homozygous Kr

mutant embryos whereas high level overexpression (four

copies of Kr) in all muscles leads to the reverse transfor-

mation (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997). Our data suggest that Kr

contributes not only to identifying characteristics of muscle

27 but also provides adhesion properties to other Kr-

expressing muscles along the SNb pathway, i.e. muscles

14 and 16, the ventral acute muscle 27, and the ventral

longitudinal muscles 6, 7 and 13 (Ruiz-Gomez et al.,

1997; Fig. 2A,B). The genetic interactions between Kr
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Fig. 5. Innervation of ventral muscles of wildtype. Double heterozygous FasIIeb112/1; Krres/1 and homozygous Krres embryos as visualized by anti-FasII

antibody staining; the genotypes of the embryos and the frequency of defects are indicated. (A) Wildtype embryo. (B) In FasIIeb112/1; Krres/1 embryos, the

SNb stalls at the second choice point (arrow) and RP axons fail to fasciculate in all examined cases. (C) Homozygous Krres mutant embryo showing a similar

innervation defect; i.e. the SNb stalls at the second choice point (arrowhead; see also Landgraf, 1996).



and the CAMs FasII and Caps support our hypothesis and

imply that the adhesive properties of motoneurons and/or

muscles are established in such a way that a concomitant

reduction in adhesion of Krres/1; caps/1 or Krres/1;

FasIIeb112/1 mutants results in a situation which no longer

provides sufficient information to allow accurate axonal

pathfinding and innervation. This proposal is also consis-

tent with the finding that the presence of one muscle in an

otherwise muscle-depleted embryo can be sufficient for the

defasciculation of nerve bundles (Landgraf et al., 1999).

In the muscles 6, 7 and 13, Kr is known to maintain the

expression of a direct target gene, knockout (ko) (Hartmann

et al., 1997). ko mutant embryos display a Kr-like moto-

neuron phenotype, suggesting that the gene, which encodes

a novel protein with unknown biochemical characteristics,

plays a key role in SNb defasciculation and RP pathfinding

by acting downstream of Kr. However, in contrast to Kr,

ectopic misexpression of ko did not affect SNb branching

and synaptic targeting of RP neurons (Hartmann et al.,

1997), and no genetic interaction as observed between ko

and caps could be found (S. Abrell, unpublished result). It is

therefore likely that Kr transmits its signal not only via ko,

but also through other factors that are still to be identified.

We also found that in contrast to caps, ectopic panmoto-

neural expression of Kr causes defects similar to the Kr

lack-of-function mutation, and a reduction of combined

caps or FasII and Kr activities. We therefore speculate

that Kr activity can also directly interfere with the spectrum

of CAMs in motoneurons, resulting in non-compatible cell-

surface characteristics between axons and muscles which in

turn interfere with neuromuscular connectivity.

4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Mutant stocks and genetic analyses

Fly stocks were kept under standard conditions (Ashbur-

ner, 1989). The following mutants were used: Krres

(Romani et al., 1996), caps65.2 (Shishido et al., 1998),

l(3)05121 and l(3)02937 (Spradling et al., 1995), FasIIeb112

(Grenningloh et al., 1991), UAS-Kr (Hoch and Jäckle,

1998), ftzNG-Gal4 (Thor et al., 1999), twi-Gal4 (Greig and

Akam, 1993), 24B-Gal4 (Baylies and Bate, 1996) and islH-

t-myc (Thor and Thomas, 1997). Recombination, combi-

nations of mutations on different chromosomes and P-

element mobilization experiments were performed accord-

ing to Greenspan (1997). The mutation-bearing chromo-

somes were kept over balancer chromosomes carrying

ftz-lacZ or hb-lacZ transgenes. This way, homozygous

mutant embryos could be unambiguously distinguished

from siblings by lacZ expression. To determine the lethal

period of the caps mutants, the mutant alleles were kept

over balancer chromosomes carrying a green fluorescent

protein (GFP) transgene under the control of the constitu-

tively active actin 5 promoter (Reichhart and Ferrandon,

1998) which allows mutant individuals to be distinguished

by the lack of GFP activity. For the expression of the Kr

transgene via the UAS-Gal4 system (Brand and Perrimon,

1993), flies were kept at 258C and Kr expression was moni-

tored by staining with anti-Krüppel antibodies (González-

Gaitán and Jäckle, 1997). Staging of embryos was accord-

ing to Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein (1997).

4.2. Molecular biology

Plasmid rescue experiments were performed to obtain

DNA adjacent to the P-element insertions l(3)02937 and

l(3)05121 (Spradling et al., 1995). The integration sites of

the P-elements were determined by polymerase chain reac-

tion (PCR) (primers: 5 0-TCGTGGTCTTGCTCTCCCGC-

TCTCGTG-3 0 and 5 0-GCCGATGACGATTGACGATTG-

ACGATT-3 0 for l(3)02937, 5 0-CGTGGTCTTGCTCTCC-

CGCTCTGCT-3 0 and 5 0-GTAGCCCTATTTCAGTTCTA-

GTTGT-3 0 for l(3)05121 and sequencing of amplified DNA.

For PCR reactions, 0.5 mg of genomic DNA were incubated

with 10 pmol of each primer, 2.5 mM of each nucleotide and

2.5 U TaqPlus polymerase (TaqPlusw Precision PCR

system, Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) in a 50 ml reaction

within 37 cycles (denaturating 30 s at 958C, annealing 1 min

at 608C and extension 2 min at 688C).

4.3. Immunohistochemistry

The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti-

Krüppel (P. Carrera, unpublished), rat anti-Krüppel

(Kosman et al., 1998), rabbit anti-Caps (Shishido et al.,

1998), mouse anti-c-myc (Calbiochem), anti-FasII (van

Vactor et al., 1993), anti-myosin heavy chain (MHC)

(Kiehart and Feghali, 1986). The following secondary anti-

bodies were used: biotinylated anti-rabbit and anti-mouse

antibodies (Cappel, ICN Biomedicals, Inc., Costa Mesa,

USA) peroxidase coupled anti-rabbit antibodies (Cappel,

ICN Biomedicals, Inc., Costa Mesa, USA), anti-rabbit

Alexa 563-coupled antibodies (Dianova, Hamburg,

Germany), anti-rat fluoreseinisothiocyanat (FITC)-coupled

antibodies (Dianova, Hamburg, Germany). Antibody reac-

tions were performed as described (González-Gaitán and

Jäckle, 1997). In the double-staining experiments, the

peroxidase reaction was developed before the ABC system

was applied (Vectastain, Vector, Burlingame, USA) to

detect the biotinylated secondary antibody. Using fluores-

cent dyes for double-labelling, the embryos were examined

with the Zeiss LSM 410 ‘inverted’ confocal microsocope

applying the laser 488 with filter 510–520 for FITC and

laser 543 with long-pass filter 570 for Alexa 543 dyes.

The motoneuronal pattern was examined in flat preparations

of embryos. Embryos were incubated in 70% glycerol

(containing 50 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4),

dissected in 100% glycerol with a sharp tungsten needle

and examined as described (www.its.caltech.edu/~zinnlab/

motoraxons/protocols.html). We refer to SNb in cases when

the RP nerves are not unambiguously identified. In cases we
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refer to RP5, the other RPs (RP3, RP1 and RP4) are properly

defasciculated and connected to their target muscles and

thus, the absence or misrouting of RP5 axons could be

unambiguously identified. When necessary, RP identity

was established by transgene-dependent islH-t-myc expres-

sion as outlined in the text.
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